Lateral stabilization improves walking in people with myelomeningocele.
Muscle weakness and sensory deficits in people with myelomeningocele (MMC) make their walking control a greater challenge. We know little about how people with MMC optimize their walking balance. Recently, researchers have argued that medial-lateral control of gait requires more active neural input than the anterior-posterior direction, which is more passive. Our goal was to investigate the effect of providing external lateral stabilization (ELS) on walking patterns in people with MMC. We examined 12 people with MMC who could perform at least 4-6 independent steps. We found that the normalized step width (SW) was decreased 20% from without stabilizer to with stabilizer, where as the normalized step length (SL) was increased 4.17% from without stabilizer to with stabilizer. The ELS resulted in 25.10% reduction in centre of mass (COM) ranges of motions in the medial-lateral direction and 13.43% reduction in pelvic range of motions in the frontal plane. Our results suggested that by decreasing the medial-lateral control demands in people with MMC, we could improve gait with smaller SW, longer SL as well as reduced COM and pelvic ranges of motion in the frontal plane. In addition, ELS decreased energy cost and muscle co-activation of soleus and vastus lateralis that may help in diminishing the chances of pain and fatigue in people with MMC. Exploring the effect of the ELS provided us information that might be used to increase mobility safety and to develop a superior rehabilitation intervention for people with MMC.